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THE HAUSDORFF DIMENSION OF A-EXPANSIONS
WITH DELETED DIGITS

MARK POLLICOTT AND KAROLY SIMON

Abstract. In this article we examine the continuity of the Hausdorff dimension

of the one parameter family of Cantor sets A(X) = {^D^i 'k^k '■ '* G S},

where 5c{0, l,...,(n— 1)}. In particular, we show that for almost all

(Lebesgue) X € [£ , *■] we have that dimH{A{X)) = -^x where / = Card(S).

In contrast, we show that under appropriate conditions on S we have that for

a dense set of X e [£ , "■] we have dimff(A(A)) < J"*^ .

0. Introduction

During the conference on "The dynamics of Z" actions" (Warwick, 20-24
September 1993) M. Keane posed the following question.

Question (Keane).   Is the Hausdorff dimension dim//(A(A)) of the one param-

eter family of Cantor sets

oo

A(A) = {£M*: 4=0,1,3}
fc-i

continuous on the interval k £ [\, \] ?

For k<\ the set A(A) satisfies a "open cover condition" (in particular, for

each m > 1 the elements of the cover of A(X) by the projection of cylinders
of length m are pairwise disjoint) and so it is easy to show that dim#(A(A)) =

log 3
-loga •

In the subtler case that A e [\, 5], Keane, Smorodinsky and Solomyak [KSS]
pointed out that:

(i)   w(A(A)) = 0 (where m denotes the Lebesgue measure); and

(ii) the cylinders of the set A(A) intersect each other in such a way that one

cannot apply the "open set condition".
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In this paper we shall address the natural question of describing the Hausdorff

dimension in this more complicated situation.

We shall consider the more general set A(A) = {]£2i k^k '■ h C S} , where

S c {0, 1, ..., (n— 1)} and A £ [£ , \] where / denotes the cardinality of the

set S = {si, s2, ..., Si} . We shall call [£, }] the critical interval for the set

5 since on this interval (i) and (ii) hold. For the future reference the special

case mentioned above (n = 4 and S = {0, 1, 3}), will be called as "the case

(0,1,3)".
We will show that under suitable conditions on S (which hold in the case

(0, 1, 3)) we have the following results

(a) for almost all A £ \\ , }] we have the identity dim#(A(A)) = r^j (cf.

Theorem 1),

(b) there is a dense subset of \\, j] on which dim//A(A) < -^^  (c^-

Theorem 2).

In particular, we have a negative answer to Keane's question since we see

that dim/f (A(X)) is discontinuous on a dense subset of [ *■, }].

In proving (i) we shall make use of an idea first introduced by K. Falconer. A

fundamental difference between result (i) above and Falconer's work (see [Fl,

Theorem 5.3]) is that for the self-similar Cantor sets A(X) considered in this

paper the ratio of the similarity X is used to parameterize the family of sets
A(X). In Falconer's paper a "for almost all " result is proved for the Hausdorff

dimension of Cantor sets which are the invariant sets for families of affinities
for which the contractions are fixed and their translation are used to give the

parameter space. So one cannot apply the Falconer theorem to prove a result like

(i) above, but the main idea of the proof of Falconer's Theorem (the potential

theoretic characterization of the Hausdorff dimension, combined with Fubini's
theorem) is used in the proof of our Theorem 1.

1. Notation

In this section we shall give the basic definitions and notations. Let n > 1
be an arbitrary natural number. Let I < n — I and fix a subset

S = {sx,s2,...,si}c{0,l,...,(n- 1)}.

For each 0 < X < 1  we can define the family of similarities {T^}kes ■> for

k = I, ... , « - 1, on E (with ratios X) by T£(x) :— X.(k + x).
We define

oo

A(A) = {£z*Afc: ik£S}.

k=l

It is easy to see that A(X) is the unique invariant set for the family {T£}k€s

i.e. the only compact set such that A(X) = \JieS T£(A(X)). We denote the

Hausdorff dimension of A(X) by dim#(A(A)) and the (upper) box dimension

by dim.B(A(X)). (We refer the reader unfamiliar with these terms to [F] for the

full definition of Hausdorff dimension and box dimension.)
For each k £ S we define a subset A^ (X) of A(X) by

oo

A* (A) := T£(A(X)) = {J2 imXm : h = k and im £ S,    Vw € N}.
m=\
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We write I*- for the smallest interval which contains A(A) (i.e. the convex hull

of the set A(A)). It is easy to see that Ix = [%f^], i**"^]). Similarly we

write I\ for the smallest interval containing A^(A). (That is l\ = T{;(IX).) We

define /*./m := (^ o-o I*) (I*) and write E := J* \ {Jkes%

We define a sequence space

/00:={i = (ix,i2,...,ik,...):ik£S,    V/c e N}.

and denote by p the natural (evenly weighted) Bernoulli measure on fo . In

particular, the sets

L/i» h, ■ ■ • , Jm] = {i G foo : ifc = A for 1 < k < m}

have measure p([jx ,j2,... , jm]) = Jr .

Let nA : Xo -+ A(A) denote the projection from fo onto A(A) defined by
oo

T\x(ix ,i2,...,ik,...):=Y^ M*»      for (i,, i2, ... , ik, ...) £ fo-
k=i

The distance between the projections of any two i, j G fo has an important
role in our investigation. We shall be particularly intrested in studying the

function defined by

f(X,i,j):=rt(i)-Tl\j)       (forUe^o).     .

In Theorem 3 we will use the notion of the "Newhouse thickness". The def-
inition and some important theorems about it can be found in the book [PT,
pp. 63-82]. For the convenience of the reader we shall recall the definition of

the Newhouse thickness of a Cantor set K c R.
We begin by calling an open set U cR a gap if it is a connected component

of R - K. If, moreover, U is a bounded open set in R we call it a bounded

gap. Let U be a bounded gap and let u be a boundary point of U (and hence

an element of K). The bridge of K at u is the maximal interval C c R such

that:

(i)   u is a boundary point of C; and

(ii)   C contains no point of a gap  U' whose length  \U'\  is at least the
length of U.

The thickness of K at u is defined as x(K, u) = |C|/|*7|. Finally, the New-
house thickness of K (denoted x(K)) is the infimum over these x(K, u) for

all boundary points u of bounded gaps.

2. Statement of results

In this section we shall state our main results and the proofs will appear in

section 3. Without loss of generality we may assume that sx = 0 and Si — n — 1.

Principal Assumption. In what follows, we shall usually suppose that the follow-

ing inequality holds between / (the cardinality of the set S = {sx, s2,... , sf})
and n

(1) („_!)<(/_ 1)2

Our first theorem shows that we can explicitly compute the Hausdorff dimen-

sion of A(A) on a large set of parameter values A.
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Theorem 1. Suppose that assumption (1) holds. Then for almost all X £ [£, j]

(with respect to Lebesgue measure) we have that

(2) dimff(A(A)) = -^.

We see from this theorem that the Hausdorff dimension can become contin-

uous if we remove a set of zero Lebesgue from the interval [£ , j]. The next

result characterises the continuity at points in this interval.

Proposition 1. Suppose that (1) holds. Then for any Ao G [£, )]:

(i) If Aa(Ao) n A6(Ao) 7^ 0 for distinct a, b £ S, (a^b) then Xq is a limit
point of the discontinuity places of the function dim#(A(A));

(ii) If Aa(A0) n Ab(X0) = 0 for all distinct a, b £ S, (a ^ b)  then the
function dim#(A(A)) is continuous in a neighbourhood of Xq .

This immediately leads to the following corollary.

Corollary 1. Suppose that (1) holds.

(a) The set of discontinuity points of the function dim#(A(A)) for X £ [£, }]
is either empty or has no isolated points (i.e. there is no isolated discon-

tinuity point).
(b) the cardinality of the discontinuity points is either 0 or K.

The next theorem is the only statement in which we do not assume that

(1) holds. It shows that the equality (2) in Theorem 1 fails on a dense set of

points. Let dimg(A(A)) denote the upper box dimension then we always have

dim#(A(A)) < dimjj(A(A)) (cf. [F] for definitions and details).

Theorem 2. Assume that:

(i)   leS,
(ii)   {0,l,...,(n-l)}cS-S.

Then there exists a dense set B c [^, }] such that for every X £ B we have.

(3) dim„(A(A)) < dliMAW) < -^^

Comparing Theorem 1 and Theorem 2 gives the following immediate corol-

lary.

Corollary 2. Suppose that:

(i)   1GS,
(ii)   {0,l,...,(n-l)}cS-S,

(iii) (1) holds.

Then the function dim#(A(A)) is discontinuous on a dense subset of [£, j].

The next corollary (with the particular choice 5={0, l,3},/ = 3,« = 4)

answers Keane's question.

Corollary 3. With the choice S := {0, 1, 3, ... , 2k+ 1}, k > 1, the set of X 's

for which dimB(A(A)) < ^^ is dense in [£,7]. In particular, the function
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dimff(A(A)) is discontinuous on a dense subset of [£, }]. (This is precisely the

(0, 1,3) case when k = 1.)

Corollary 3 is an immediate consequence of Corollary 2. In addition to

Theorem 2, we have another result which gives another condition for the dis-

continuity (and continuity) of dim#(A(A)) at points in the interval [^, }]. We

give this as Theorem 3 below.

Theorem 3. Let Ix be the convex hull of A(X), that is Ix = [0, ("~yA]. Suppose

that there exists an interval J Q [i} j.] such that:

(i)   VA £ J3a, b £ S, a ^ b such that l*nl£^0,
(ii)   VA £ J the Newhouse thickness [PT, pp. 61] of A(X) > 1,
(iii) (I) holds.

Then the set of X 'sfor which dims(A(A)) < -z^ojz is dense in J, so the function

dim#(A(A)) is discontinuous on a dense subset of J.

To be able to apply Theorem 3 we need to decide whether the Newhouse

thickness is greater than one. For this we rely on the following proposition.

Proposition 2. Assume that for every connected component G of the set E :=

Ix \ \JkeS Ik the length of G is less than any of the two connected components of

{Jkestf adjacent to G. Then x(A(X)) > 1.

As a consequence of Proposition 2 and Theorem 3 one can see that the prop-
erties of dim#(A(A)) for the set 5 = {0, 1, 3} persist if we instead choose

, S = {0, 2, 3} . In contrast, Theorem 3 gives us a method of constructing an ex-

ample of a set S = {0, s2, ... , 5/_i, n— 1} such that the function dim#(A(A))

is continuous on one part of its critical interval [^, }], but on another part

on the critical interval the points of its discontinuity are dense. We summarise
these examples in the following corollary.

Corollary 4.

(i)  The function dim^(A(A)) discountinuous on a dense subset of the critical

interval [£ , }] in the following cases:
(a) 5 = {0,2, 3},
(b) 5 = {0,2, 4, ... ,2z,2z + l,2z' + 2,... ,2;} for any i<j.

(ii) 7/5 = {0,3,6,9, 15} then the critical interval is [t§, \]- The func-

tion dim#(A(A)) is continuous on the interval [-^ , £) and has a dense

set of points of discontinuity on the interval [ |, \].

3. Proofs

The following lemma has a crucial role in the proof of the Theorem 1. It

quantifies the statement that if for some value A the function / is close to zero
then /' cannot be close to zero.

Lemma 1. Suppose that assumption (1) holds. If \f(X, i, j)| < ^ then it implies

that |/'(A, i, j)| > | (whenever A e [£, }] and i, j e fo with ix # jx) where

we denote f'(X, i, j) := jif(X, i, j) and c := 1 - TjjfrW (and it follows from the

assumption (1) that c > 0).
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Proof. Fix a value A e [£, \] and points i, j £ fo.   We can consider the

power series
oo

f(X,i,i) = J2akXk
k=\

(where ak = ik -jk , for k > 1, and, in particular, ai ^ 0) and then we observe

that since

—J—-l^akX
k=l

we have that

oo

= X;(/c-i)Mfc-1.

*=i

In particular, this means that we have

2/(A,i,j)     -,. _ /(A,i,j)       d ff(X,i,})\- j(A,i,j)-       - l—y      -      J

OC

= ai+Y,(2-k)akXk-x
k=2

= ax+ g(X)

where we have introduced

oo

g(X) = YJV-k)akXk~x.

k=2

Observe that we have the following simple upper bound on the modulus of g(X)

oo

\g(X)\<Y,(k-2)\ak\Xk-x
k=3

oo

<(n-l)Y,(k-2)Xk~x

k=i
oo'

=.(n-l)A2TJy+lM'

(4)

= ("-"(rri)2

n- 1

"(/-I)2

= 1-c
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(where we have used that Trr^j is a monotone increasing function for A e

[i, j]). From (4) we immediately get the following lower bound

\2lVj±V.-f(X,i,i)\ = \ai-(-g(X))\

(5) >|ai|-|*WI

>1-|S(A)|

>c.

If we assume that \f(X)\ < ^ then we have that \2^-\ < § since A > A .

However, we can deduce from this a lower bound on the modulus \f'(X, i, j)|

of the derivative of the form \f'(X, i, j)| > § . If this were not the case, then

we could write \f(k, i, j)| < §, and then

]2f(XJ,i)_f{X> . J}) < |2/(AJJ)| + |/(A> j }j)| < 2c

which contrdicts (5).

We can now proceed towards the proof of Theorem 1. This will require two

additional preliminary lemmas.

Lemma 2. Let 0 < s < 1. Then for any i, j G fo with ix ^ A wt? have

where K(s) < +oo and independent of i and j.

Proc/. Fix i, j £ fo with ix ± jx. It is convenient to define a partition of

\\ , \] into two subsets 7', 7" c [A, }] as follows:

7':={Ae[i,i]:|/(A,i,j)|>^}        and

7":={A€[i, j]: \f(k, \, j)|< ^};

then we can rewrite the following integral

f dX f        dX f dX
■/[i,Tll/(*>U)l5 ~ lr\f(k,\,i)\s+Jv\f(k,i,\)Y'

For the integral over 7' we can estimate

where w(7') denotes the Lebesgue measure of the set 7' and w(7') < m([^, }])
< 1.

On the set 7" the modulus of the derivative f'(X, i, j) is bounded from

below by f > 0 (by Lemma 1) and from above by ^f_lH (by a simple bound

on the series). Since this lower bound is nonzero we see that 7" consists of
a finite number of (disjoint) intervals on which /(A, i, j) is monotone as a

function of A. Moreover, by the upper bound on \f'(X, i, j)| we can see that
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the length of each such interval must be at least ^'^hi . This means that the

total number of such intervals must be at most 3"["J1U/ +2 (since I" c [£, j]).

Let / be a typical such interval of monotonicity for f(X, i, j), then since
/'(A, i, j) ^ 0 on 7 c 7" we see that it contains at most one zero Xq , say,
for f(X, i, j) (i.e. f(Xo, i, j) = 0). If / contains no zero then it must be an

exceptional interval containing either ± or j- .

Assume that / contains a zero Xo for f(X, i, j). It follows from Lemma 1

that \f'(X, i, j)| > § on J c 7" and so |/(A, i, j)| > f \X - X0\. This implies
that for A £ J we have the inequality

f_l_dx<2(l)s flldx<2(l)s( _L_Y
7y|/(A,i, j)|*      ~    \cj Jo  x*      ~    \cj   \l-sj

If J is one of the (at most two) exceptional intervals which do not contain a

zero Xq , then it is easy to see that we can get the same upper bound.

This means that we can estimate

(7) L\m!i,i)/X- "(I-!)2 UJ {ihj-
Combining (6) and (7) be have the bound

h \f(k,\,\)/k = Iv \f(k,i,\)/k +L |/(A,i,j)|^

<-(T)'+6-m£®'(jh)-
This completes the proof of Lemma 2.

Our third lemma involves adapting Falconer's method [Fl] to the present

context. We now fix e > 0 (for the duration of proof of Lemma 3 and Theorem

1) and define

._ lQg(/-6)

StW-   -logA   •

Observe that this is uniformly less than 1 in the critical interval [£, }].

Lemma 3.

Ill     \fn   i   ;Msm^(»WJWA<+oo
Jli.ilJjcoJjio l/(*.i.j)rw

Proof. We can set 5 = max{s((X) : X £ [£, }]} < 1. We first observe that if

z'i 7^ ji then we can apply Lemma 2 to deduce that

(8) /i.tll/(A,i,J)|*W-/M]|/(A,i,J)|'-J,:(5)

Given i, j £ fo we denote by i A j the unique cylinder set [z"i, ... , zm] C A(A)

for which:

(i)   ik = jk for 1 < k < m; and

(ii)    *m+l # jm+l ,
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and we denote |i A j| = m. We can observe that

(9) /(A,i,j) = AiA'V(A,i',j')

where i', j' are the "tails" of the sequences i, j (i.e. i and j can be written as

concatenations i = (i A j, i') and j = (i A j, j'), respectively).

Using Fubini's theorem and the identity Xs' = 737 (which follows from the

definition of se (A)) we have that

=L L it, ^^mhjW'd,,{S>Mi} by (9)

<K(s)f    f  (l-e)^dp(i)dp(i)

by using (8) (with i' replacing i and j' replacing j). However, since for

each m > 1 and j £ fo the set A™ = {i £ fo '■ |i A j| = m} has measure

p(A™) = -fa and it is easy to bound the integral in the last inequality by

j   J   (I- *)mdp(i)dnQ) = ̂    (j2(l- e)m±-\ dp(\)

1
= -7-r- < +00.

>-(¥)

This completes the proof of Lemma 3.

We can now complete the proof of Theorem 1.

Proof of Theorem 1. By Lemma 3 and Fubini's theorem we know that for almost

all A e [^ , }] (with respect to Lebesgue measure) we have that

/^/^i/(^i!j)h'^Mi)^(i)<+0°-

Fix a value A e [£ , 7] such that the above integral is finite. We can consider

the mass distribution vx := (Tlx)*p on A(A) (i.e. for any Borel set E c A(X)

we have vk(E) = p({\ £ fo : T\k(\) £ E} ). This implies that

f     f    dvx(x)dvx(y)      f     f dp(i)dp(j)
Jaw Jaw  \x - y|*«      U ifoa |iV(i) - n»(j)|*w

r    r    dp(i)dp(j)
UU\f(*>i>i)\s<w   +

So using the potential theoretic characterisation of Hausdorff dimension [F, pp.
64-65] we see that this gives

(10) dim//(A(A)) > sc(X) = k*^0
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for almost A €[£,}]. Since (10) is true for all e > 0 we get that dim//(A(A))

> 3t^j (for almost A € [jj, }], with respect to Lebesgue measure).

The reverse inequality dim#(A(A)) < _'°|^ is a straightforward exercise. We

need only observe that for each S > 0 the cover of A(A) by the lm intervals

nA([z'i, z'2, • • • , im]) of size Xm = S satisfy that

£     diam (nA[z,, i2,... , im])$ = lm (XT = 1.

J'l , '2 >... , im

The inequality then follows from the definition, (cf. [F, p. 29])
This completes the proof of Theorem 1.

The next lemma states the fact that if the projection of two cylinders coincide

then the upper box dimension dimgA(A) (cf. [F, p. 38]), and thus the Hausdorff

dimension dim^(A(A)), is less than r^jfi •

Lemma 4. Assume that there exists m £ N and cylinder sets [ax, ... , am],

[bx, ... , bm], with ak, bk £ S, 1 < k < m, such that

(11) Ux([ax,...,am]) = Ux([bx,...,bm)).

Then

dim* (A(A)) < dim*(A(A)) < -^

Proof. For each k £ N we can cover A(A) with (lm - 1 )k sets of diameter

{n-i}^'   Narnely the sets

sfk := |n [ix, ... , im, im+x, ..., i2m, ... , i(jt-i)m+i > • • • > ikm]j >

where z'/ £ S, 1 < / < km and (iJm+x, ... , iu+X)m) =f (ax, ... ,am),     VO <

j<(k-l).
Therefore

Hi^   (A(1V <   lim     l0g(/m ~ !)* 10g(/W-l)    .     log/
dim,(A(A)) < hm     ^ (n_,^+, =   _mlog/l   < r^r-

Which completes our proof.

Now we are ready to prove Proposition 1.

Proof of Proposition l(i). Suppose that

(12) Aa(Ao)nAi(Ao)#0

for some a, b £ S, (with a^b) and A0 G [£ , }]. Fix an arbitrary 0 < e < 1.

We shall show below that there is a A £ [\ , \] such that 0 < \X - X0\ < e and
(z'i,... , zm,0, ... ,0, ...) £ [a] and (jx, ... ,jm,0, ... ,0,...) £ [b] such
that

(13)      ux(h,...,im,o,...,o,...) = nx(ji,...,jm,o,...,o,...).

Then from (13) we have that

n*°[ii,..., im] = n*°[ji,..., jm].
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Hence Lemma 2 immediately implies that dim# (A(A)) < dimB(A(A)) < r^n _

To complete the proof of Proposition l(i) we have to prove that (13) holds.

It follows from the assumption (12) that we can find i' £ [a], j' £ [b] such that

nA(i') = nA(j'). Using that neither Aa(Ao) nor A^(Ao) can have isolated points
(since they are Cantor sets) we can choose m sufficiently large that for

i = (z'i,... , im, 0,..., 0,...) £[a],

} = (j\,...,jm,0,...,0,...)£[b]

we have 0 < nA°(i) -nA°(j) < ^ , say, where c was defined in Lemma 1. (Here

i, j correspond to truncations of the sequences i', j', respectively.) Thus 0 <

/(Ao, i, j) < H ar*d we may apply Lemma 1 to conclude that I/7(An, i, j)| > § .

Suppose, for definiteness, that /'(Ao, i, j) > § . (The case where /'(An, i, j)
< -§ is similar.) Using again Lemma 1 we have that if (Ao - e, Ao) is an

interval which contains no zero for /(A, i, j) then f'(X, i, j) > § holds for

every A e (Ao - e , Ao). Thus 3X £ (A0 - e, A0) such that f(X, i, j) = 0, which
shows that (13) holds. This completes the proof of part (i) of Proposition 1.

In the proof of part (ii) of Proposition 1 we will apply the "open set condi-

tion" (cf. [F, p. 118]) to calculate dim#(A(A)).

Proof of Proposition l(ii). We begin by setting

(14) e := min \x-y\
a,beS,a*b

xeAa(l0),yeAb(X0)

then by hypothesis we have that e > 0.

Let K be the maximum of the function A —► —^f— on the critical interval

[A,T] then

oo

d (A(X), A(A0)) < max £ ik(Xk - Xk0) < K(n -l)(X- A0),
,e^ k=i

where d is the Hausdorff metric (cf. [F, p. 114]). Thus if |A-Ao| < S := 5K(t_X)

then

min \x - y\ > - > 0.
a,b€S,a& 2

x€Aa(X),y€Ab(X)

and we get that if \X - X0\ < 5 then Aa(X) n Ab(X) = 0, Va,b £ S, (a ^ b)
Therefore we may apply the open set condition to conclude that dim# (A(A)) =

-z^gi (cf. [F, p. 118]). This completes the proof of Proposition 1.

Corollary 1 immediately follows from Proposition 1.

Proof of Theorem 2. Fix A > A. It follows from the assumption (ii) of Theorem

2 that the range of the function (i, j) —> f(X, i, j) = J2T=\ ak^k (where ak =
ik ~ Jk can take arbitrary values from -{-(«- 1),... , 0,... , n - 1} ) is the

interval [— ̂"l1^ , ^"i"1^] 9 1 - Since this interval contains 1 we can find i, j G

fo such that f(X, i, j) = 1, that is
oo oo

(15) 5>a* = i + 5>**.
k=l k=l
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We define

(ax,..., ak ,...):= (0, ix,..., ik ,...)£ fo

and similarly

(bi,..., bk, ...):= (I, ji,..., jk,...) e fo-

Then it follows from (15) that

Ao(X)3TIA(ax,...,ak,...) = TTx(bx,...,bk,...)£Ax(X).

Thus we get that Ao(A) n Ax (X) ̂  0. Therefore applying Proposition 1 we have

that A is a limit point of the set for which dim#(A(A) < J"^ .

Since our argument works for arbitrary A < A < } this completes the proof
of Theorem 2.

To prove Theorem 3 we will make use of the following so-called "Gap Lemma".

Gap Lemma (cf. [PT, p. 63]). If Kx, K2 c R are Cantor sets such that:

(a) The product of Newhouse thicknesses of Kx and K2 is greater than one,
and

(b) neither Kx nor K2 lies in the others gap,

then Kxr\K2^0

Proof of Theorem 3. Fix an arbitrary value X £ J. We first observe that we may
apply the Gap Lemma with Ki = A,(A) and K2 = Ab(X). The asumption (a)
in the Gap Lemma immediately follows from the (ii). Observe that 1%, 7£ are

the convex hulls of Aa(A), Ab(X) respectively. This, together with hypothesis

(i), implies assumption (b) in the Gap Lemma. Thus we can apply the Gap

Lemma which gives that Afl(A) n Ab(X) ̂  0 .
Using Proposition l(i) we get that A is a limit point of those A's for which

dimflA(A)) < 2°lix ■ Since X £ J was arbitrary this completes the proof of

Theorem 3.

To prove Proposition 2 we need some additional notation and a technical

lemma. We first set

a := inf{J^-L : bX £ int(Ia) ,a,b£S}
b — a

if such an a and b exist, and a := 2, if not. Obviously a > 1 since [aX, bX] c

7a implies

, c      III      _   \IX\
\bX-aX\     b-a'

We next set y := inf{|§|}, where the infimum ranges over all connected

components G of E and B ranges over all connected components of \jkeS Ik
adjacent to G. Finally, we set c := min{a, y} . It follows from the assumptions

of Proposition 2 that y > c > 1.
Now we can state a preliminary lemma to the proof of Proposition 2.

Lemma 5. Under the assumption of Proposition 2, there is no interval G with

the following properties:

(a) L7c7\A(A),
(b) ^<c.
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Proof. To get a contradiction suppose that there exists an interval G which

satisfies properties (a) and (b) in the statement of the lemma. If G c E then
we may assume (without loss of generality) that E is a connected component
in E since in this case the connected component containing G also satisfies

(a), (b).
However, it follows from the definition of y that the connected components

of (Jfces H wnich are adjacent to G are at least y > c times longer than G
and this contradicts condition (b) (since dist(0, G) is greater than or equal to

any connected components [Jkes^k adjacent to G).

Let Ek := /*\U&,._.»* and we recall that |/i„_fIIJ = A*|7*|. Let j

be the smallest number for which \Ik\X> < \G\ and then obviously G C E)■,.

The endpoints of the intervals 7*^ lie in A(A)  and so we can find a

1 < k < j — 1 such that G <£ Ek but G c Ek+X. These together imply that

3(z'i,... , ik) such that G c /jj,_ ^ furthermore

(i6)        «c/j.„.6\U/i1.-.-tac/{.fc\LK.4..-

Let T := ( 7*^ o • • • o 7*,M      and let w denote the left endpoint of the interval

Ixt j . Using that T(u) = 0, it follows from (16) and assumption (b) above

that

(1)   T(G)cE,
(f\    dist(0, T(G)) _ dist(u, C) <■ dist(O.G)    .
W |T(C)|       —       \G\       -       \GT

This contradicts our observations at the begining of the proof, and so completes

the proof of Lemma 5.

Proof of Proposition 2. We shall actually prove that t(A(A)) > c > 1. Assume
for a contradiction that t(A(A)) < c. Then there exist

(17) G,GX c/*\A(A)   such   that   \G\ < \GX\   and   dlst(^ G') <c
\G\

Without loss of generality we may assume that Gx lies to the right of G. Let u

be the right end point of G. In particular, there exists a (ix, ... , im,0, ... ,

0,...)£fo,im?0 such that u = Tlx(ix, ... , im,0, ... , 0, ...).
First we assume that

(18) $J£S   such that   j ^ m and imX £ lj.

Let j := max{/c £ S : k < im} and we write w for the right endpoint of
lj (obviously w £ A(X)). It follows from (18) that w < imX. Using that

u = T} o • • • o Tf-    (imX), we have

(19) Gc(Tilo...oTim_l(w),u)cIil,...,im_l.

Now we prove that Gx c 7,,...,m_1 holds as well. Assume for a contradiction that

Gx $£ 7,,.,m_, .  Then Gx n //,.../,,_, = 0 since the endpoints of the interval

7„...,„_, belong to A(A). Let t be the right endpoint of /<,,„,<„_, • Then
dist(w, C?i) > dist(w, r). Therefore we get that:

dist(M,Gi)     _dist(«,Q_ dist(imX, &=*£)

\G\        > dist(r„ o • • • o Tim_,(w),u)~    dist(u;, imX)    ~ y ~ C'
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Because (18) follows that (w, imX) is a connected component of E. But this

contradicts to the definition of G, Gx. So we have proved that Gx c //,,_.,im_,

holds. We define T := (7}, o ■• • o T,^,,)-1 and G2 := 7*(Czi). Then we know
the following about G2 :

(1) G2 lies on the right-hand side of imX,

(2) <M^<*^<C,

(3) G2cIx\A(X),
(4) (w, imX) is a connected component of E.

Then there are two possibilities:

(i)   G2 lies in a connected component of E,

(ii)   G2 c 7£ where k > im .

First we prove that (i) is impossible. Suppose that (73 = (a, A) is the connected

component of 7f which contains G2. Then it follows from the definition of

y that dist|M'a^ > y, since it follows from (4) above that (imX, a) contains a

connected component of Ik\E. Therefore

dist(/wA, G2)     dist(zwA, C73)

\<h\    -    m    -y-
which contradicts to (2) above. We next show that (ii) cannot hold either.

Suppose for a contradiction that (ii) holds. Then ^'^j^ < dist^'G2) < c.

Thus writing G$:= (Tfc)~xG2 we have that:

(a)   G4cIk\A(X)

It follows from Lemma 5 that this is impossible, and so this shows that (ii)
cannot occur. This completes the proof of the proposition with the additional

assumption (18).
It only remains to prove the Proposition in the case that (18) fails, i.e. where

we can assume that

(20) 3; £ S   such that   j ± m and imX £ lj.

Then Gx C If , . This is so because in this case G c (v, u) where v is

the left endpoint of the interval If im_{ ,. (Obviously v £ A(X) and v < u

follows from (20).) Thus we have that' \G\ < u-v = (im-j)Xm . If Gx <£ lflt_ttm

then Gi nlf{.im = 0, therefore dist(w, Gx) > 17^     ,m| =Am|7A|. Therefore

dist(G>G1)_dist(M,Gi) Xm\Ik\

\G\ \G\        -(zm-;)A--Q-C'

which contradicts (17). Thus we have proved that Gx c 7/      (    holds. Let us

denote V := (Th°,... , o^J"1 and G2 := T'(GX). Then T'(u) = 0 and

dist(0, G2) _ dist(w, t?i)     dist(w, Gx)

\g7\    "    \gT\    -     \g\     K c-
In particular,

(a) G2C7*\A(A),

(b) ^p<c_
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It follows from Lemma 5 that this is impossible. This contradiction completes

the proof of Proposition 2.

Proof of Corollary 4(i). We just have to check that the asumptions (i)-(iii) of
Theorem 3 hold in both cases (a) and (b) in Corollary 4(i).

Assumption (i) holds: Using that

(21) A>i     =*     (k+\)X£lk

we have that Ik^Ik+x i1 0 ■ Therefore assumption (i) immediately follows from

the fact that in both cases (a) and (b) S contains two consecutive numbers.

Assumption (ii) holds: It follows from (21) that any "bridge" of E is longer
than A and any "gap" of E is shorter than A in both cases (a) and (b). This
means that we may apply Proposition 2, which immediately follows that (ii)

holds.
Assumption (iii) holds: We only have to check that n - 1 < (/ - l)2 , but this

is immediate in both cases.
Therefore we may apply Theorem 3 which completes the proof.

Proof of Corollary 4(H). We only need to check that the assumption of Propo-

sition 1 (ii) holds on the interval A € [^, £). This is so because in this case

\XIk\ < 3X. Thus Ikr\l\ = 0, a, b £ S, a # b. This implies that we may

apply Proposition 1 (ii) which completes the proof on the interval [-rg, £).

On the interval [5,5] using a similar argument as in the proof (i) we can

prove that in this case the assumptions of Theorem 3 hold and thus we may

apply Theorem 3 which completes our proof.

4. Comments and open questions

In this section we briefly mention some open questions related to our re-
sults. (1). For "most" A > } we would expect that the Hausdorff dimension

dim//(A(A)) would be equal to 1. We can modify the proof of Theorem 1
to prove the following partial result:   dim#A(A) = 1   for almost all values

A £ [}, cn], where cn = ^n7^_27{ ■ Towards this end, observe that for X < c„

we have \g(X)\ < (n - 1)(1^)2 < 1  (from the first four lines of equation (4))

and then |/(A, i, j)| < ^ => \f'(X, i, j)| > § , whenever A e [£ , cn] and

ij€/oc with ix jk-jx.

For any r\ > 0 we can set 0 < s = 1 - r\ < 1 in the proof of Lemma 2, which

can be modified to see that for any i, j e fo with ix ̂  jx and any sufficiently

small 8 > 0 we have

fCn dX

where K(l - n) < +00 and independent of i and j.
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The proof of Lemma 3 can be modified to give

III     \f(i   i   iW-„dfi(i)dp(i)dX

f     f     fc" dX
= L L L x^-^m^ A')\x-^)dm

, Ul-,)|iAi|

<K(i-n) /        J— dp(i)dp(i)

< K(l - rj)    ' K'+SJ    ■  „ < +00

provided that rj > 0 is sufficiently small (for fixed S > 0).
The proof of Theorem 1 then shows that dim#(A(A)) > I - n for almost all

A £ [j + 8, c„]. Since n, 8 > 0 are arbitrary, the claimed result follows.

In the context of Keane's (0, 1,3) example we see that dim#(A(A)) = 1

for almost all 5 < A < ^f^- = 0.3660254.... By a consideration of the way

in which the intervals If. overlap Keane, Smorodinsky and Solomyak observed

that for A > § the set A(A) must contain a nontrivial interval, and thus its

Hausdorff dimension must be 1.
(2). We know by Theorem 2 and Theorem 3 that we may have dim// A(A) <

1°§1X for a dense set of A's of zero measure in the critical interval [£, }]. It

would be interesting to know more about the size of this exceptional set. For

example, it is not known to the authors if this set is uncountable, or what its

Hausdorff dimension might be in the event that it were uncountable. However,

we can adapt the proof of Theorem 1 to prove a slightly sharper result on the

size of the exceptional set.

We define for each t e [£, }) an exceptional set

Et = {A € [A, 0 : dim//(A(A)) < -^y}.

We set p := {^ and choose s > ^. Suppose (for a contradiction) that

^s(Et) 7^ 0 (where %?s denotes the Hausdorff measure for the value 5). There

exists a Borel set F c Et and b > 0 such that:

(a) 0 < J?S(F) < +00 [F, Theorem 4.10]; and

(b) ^S(F n Br(x)) <br*, Vx [F, Proposition 4.11].

We let v = %*s\f be the restriction of the measure £FS to the set F.

We want to repeat the proof of Theorem 1 with the measure v replacing

Lebesgue measure. The only changes required are in the proof of Lemma 2.
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More specifically, we can write as before

f      dv(X) f dv(X) f dv(X)
Je, l/(A, i, j)r» ~ JrnE, \f(k, 1, J)r* + Ji-nE, \f(k, i, j)|'

<{6nY,[ dv(X)

-\C)       Jr-nE, \f(k,i,j)\"

For each of the (finitely many) A0 satisfying /(Ao) = 0 we denote ^4„(Ao) =

{k£ F : jA_ < |Ao - A| < ^} , for tz > 1, then we can use (b) above to estimate

v(A„(Xq)) = 0(-£;). We can then bound

f dv(X) /v ~   /■ dv(X)  \

Jp'ns, l/U. *> i)\p yXtlJMXo) \l-WJ

V Xo «=1 /

which is finite by the choice of 5. The proof of Theorem 1 can now be applied
to allow us to conclude that v(F) = 0, giving the required contradiction (to

property (a)). In particular, we see that %?s(Et) = 0 whenever 5 > A±£ i.e.

dimHEt < i|£< 1-
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